CATAMOUNT WEST
- ZONE BROWN, WHITE AND GREEN; DAYTIME COMMUTERS ONLY
- RESIDENT PERMITS RESTRICTED AT ALL TIMES

GUTTERSON GARAGE AND LOT
- ZONE BROWN, WHITE AND GREEN; DAYTIME COMMUTER, AND RESIDENT BLUE PERMITS ONLY
- RESIDENT RED, PURPLE, AND BLACK PERMITS RESTRICTED AT ALL TIMES
- COMMUTER EVENING PERMITS RESTRICTED BETWEEN 9:00A-1:00P WEEKDAYS

Please refer to website for route and schedule

Visitor
Employee
Paid Visitor Parking
Resident Yellow
Resident Blue
Resident Purple
Resident Red
Resident Black
Fac/ Staff, Commuter Brown
Faculty/ Staff Green

Map Legend
- Faculty/ Staff White
- Faculty/ Staff Green
- Fac/ Staff, Commuter Brown
- Resident Blue
- Resident Red
- Resident Purple
- Resident Black
- Commuter Yellow
- Paid Visitor Parking
- Employee
- Student Resident
- Student Commuter
- Visitor
- Accessible Bldg Entrance
- One Way Street
- CATS Shuttle Stop

Map refers website for route and schedule
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For current map updates please call the Parking Information Center at 802-656-4000